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APPENDIX 1: CONCORDANCE LIST OF FEATURES (AREA 2)  

Report No: Excavation No: 
60 AG9 c, d, e 
61 AG9 M 
62 AG9 W 
63 AG10 2 
64 AL5 F 
65 AL5 K 
66 AK10 A 
67 AK7 Y 
68 AK7 B 
69 AK6 R 
70 AK6 D 
71 AK6 C 
72 AK6 B 
73 AK6 A 
74 AK5 M 
75 AK5 F 
76 AK5 A 
77 AJ11 A 
78 AJ7 T 
79 AJ7 J 
80 AJ5 Z 
81 AJ5 W 
82 AH10 MB 
83 AL5 F 
84 AL6 G 
85 AL6 M 
86 AL6 L 
87 AL6 R 
88 AL7 B 
89 AL7 C M 
90 AH7 B 
91 AK6 H 
92 AJ6 L 
93 AJ4 P 
94 AJ6 A 
95 AK6 Q 
96 AK7 0 
97 AJ5 B 
98 AJ6 C 
99 AJ7 S 
100 Posthole 
101 Posthole 
102 Posthole 
103 Posthole 
104 AH7 P 
105 AH7 0 
106 AH7 F 
107 
108 AK5 P 
109 AK7 J 
110 AK7 I 
111 AG9 P 
112 AL6 H 
113 AL6 G2 
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APPENDIX 2: WESTON WOOD POTTERY CATALOGUE (Figs 13-25)  

by Valerie Wilson 

Abbreviations: 

FN: Fingernail 

FT: Fingertip 

IS: Inner surface 

OS: Outer surface 

AREA 1  

PIT F53 (Al2 P ) 

1. Complete, convex-sided jar, form 1, squashed and flattened 

on one side; surfaces rough, with some large flints breaking 

through; marked vertical finger-smearing; red-brown 

(5YR5/3); IS grey (10YR5/1); Fabric A. Found at bottom in 

waterlogged layer, associated with carbonized barley (see 

section 2.1.3). 

2. Rim of form 1 jar; surfaces rough, abraded, with a number of 

large flints showing; olive-grey (5YR5/2); Fabric A. 

3. Rim and shoulder of form 6 jar; surfaces rough, slightly 

abraded, with some flints breaking through; patchy grey-

brown (10YR5/2) and red-brown (5YR5/4); Fabric D. 

4. Base sherd; surfaces rough, abraded, with coarse flints 

protruding; brown (10YR5/3); Fabric A. 

5. Rim of form 1 jar; rough irregular surfaces with vertical 

smears; coarse flint temper; dark grey-brown (10YR4/2); 

Fabric A. 

6. Base sherd; rough surfaces with medium flints breaking 

through; OS brown (10YR5/3); IS reddish-yellow (7.5YR6/6); 
Fabric B. 
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OCCUPATION LAYER (L3) 

7. Rim of form 1 jar; surfaces rough and irregular with coarse 

flints protruding; dark grey-brown (10YR4/2); Fabric A. 

(A/B 11 L ). 

8. Rim and shoulder of form 5 jar; rough, weathered, OS with 

many coarse flints protruding; IS smoother; reddish-yellow 

(7.5YR6/6); Fabric R. (E6 A ). 

9. Rim of form 6 jar with raised band between two parallel 

grooves; smooth, burnished OS; dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); 

Fabric Q. (E9). Surface find. 

10. Rim and shoulder of form 6 jar; rough surfaces with coarse 

flints breaking through; reddish (7.5YR6/6); Fabric A. 

(F6). 

11. Rim and shoulder of form 6 jar; fairly smooth surfaces with 

fine to medium flints showing through; yellowish-red 

(5YR4/6); Fabric F. (Al2). 

12. Rim of form 3 jar; shallow impressed FT decoration on top of 

rim; fairly smooth surfaces with medium flints protruding; 

brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric A. (Al2). 

13. Rim of form 1 jar; rough, slightly abraded, vesicular 

surfaces; patchy orange-brown (10YR5/6) and red (2.5YR5/8); 

Fabric T. (C5). 

14. Everted rim of form 8 jar; fairly smooth surfaces, inner one 

slightly vesicular; light-red (2.5YR6/6), with light-grey 

(10YR6/3) core; Fabric S. (B10). 

15. Everted rim of form 8 jar; rough, sandy, abraded surfaces; 

OS orange-brown (7.5YR5/6); IS dark-brown (7.5YR4/2); Fabric 

S. (D11). 

16. Rim and shoulder of form 11 bowl; smooth, abraded, burnished 

surfaces; very dark-brown (10YR3/2); Fabric I. (D11). 

17. Rim of form 11 bowl; fairly smooth, burnished surfaces,with 

some fine flints showing through; dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); 

Fabric N. (E6/5). 

18. Rim of form 16 bowl; fairly rough surfaces with medium to 

coarse flints protruding; yellowish-red (5YR5/6) shading to 

orange-brown (7.5YR5/6); Fabric B. (E6). 
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19. Rim and carination of form 11 bowl; surfaces weathered and 

slightly abraded; OS burnished; fine flints occasionally 

showing through; dark-brown (10YR3/2) surfaces with orange 

(5YR5/6) margins and grey core; Fabric H. (810/11). 

20. Rim and shoulder of tripartite bowl, form 15, unique to 

site; surfaces weathered, probably burnt, with hair-line 

crazing; slight traces of burnish; orange-brown (7.5YR5/6); 

Fabric E. (C12). 

21. Rim of form 8 jar, decorated with irregular, shallow FT 

impressions; surfaces rough, sandy, vesicular; brown 

(7.5YR4/4); Fabric R. (B8). 

22. Rim of indeterminate form; shallow FT decoration; surfaces 

rough and vesicular; red-brown (5YR4/4); Fabric J. (All). 

23. Rim of indeterminate form; shallow FT decoration forming 

pie-crust effect; fairly rough surfaces; IS has fine 

flints showing through; OS yellowish-brown (10YR5/4); IS 

red-brown (5YR4/3); Fabric F. (C11). 

24. Rim of indeterminate form, decorated with shallow FT 

impressions; surfaces rough, laminated and slightly 

abraded, with medium flints breaking through; grey-brown 

(10YR4/2); Fabric A. (A7). 

25. Complete profile of form 1 jar; flat-topped rim with FT 

decoration; coil-built walls and slab-built base; surface 

finish rough, irregular, with traces of organic wiping; red-

brown (5YR5/6); Fabric A. (E5). 

26. Rim and body of form 2 jar with stabbed decoration just 

above maximum girth; decoration consists of a series of 

punched holes probably made with a stick, the holes never 

penetrating the inner surface; surfaces very rough, abraded, 

showing signs of grass wiping; many coarse flints 

protruding; two joining sherds are red-brown (5YR4/3), but 

another, also adjoining, is light brownish-grey (10YR6/2) 

and shows signs of decalcification; Fabric A. (All). 

27. Rim and carination of form 12 bowl with flanged groove; 

surfaces smooth and burnished, slightly abraded, with 

occasional medium flints showing through; dark-brown 

(10YR3/2) surfaces, orange (7.5YR6/6) margins, and a grey 

core; Fabric H. (A11/12). 
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28. Rim, probably of form 17 cup, decorated with shallow cuts 

below rim; surfaces fairly rough; dark-brown (10YR3/2); 

Fabric S. (C8). 

29. Rim and shoulder of form 6 jar; shoulder decorated with row 

of shallow FT impressions; surfaces rough with occasional 

medium flints showing through; OS red-brown (5YR5/6); IS and 

core grey-brown (5YR4/2); Fabric F. (D12). 

30. Shoulder of form 6 jar, decorated with row of FT and FN 

impressions; surfaces rough with fine to medium flints 

protruding; brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric F. (A11/12). 

31. Shoulder of form 6 jar; fairly deep FT and FN decoration; OS 

fairly smooth, vesicular; IS abraded, very vesicular, with 

signs of grass wiping; OS red-brown (5YR4/6) with dark-brown 

patch (7.5YR4/2); IS dark-brown (7.5YR4/2); Fabric J. 

(C11). 

32. Shoulder of form 6 jar, almost certainly the same pot as 31, 

decorated with fairly deep FT and FN impressions; surfaces 

rough, weathered, vesicular; dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric 

J. (C11). 

33. Body sherd of indeterminate form, decorated with shallow 

circular impressions; surfaces fairly rough, vesicular; red-

brown (5YR4/4); Fabric R. (B4). 

34. As 33, from same pot. (B4). 

35. Body sherd of indeterminate form with shallow FN decoration; 

surfaces fairly rough, slightly abraded and vesicular; red-

brown (5YR4/3) with grey core; Fabric J. (D5). 

36. Shoulder of form 6 jar, with fairly deep FT and FN 

decoration; surfaces rough, slightly abraded, with medium 

flints breaking through; red-brown (5YR4/3) with grey core; 

Fabric F. (D5). 

37. Shoulder, of indeterminate form, with slightly raised band 

with very shallow FT decoration; surfaces fairly rough, 

abraded, vesicular; brown (5YR3/4); Fabric P. (C8). 

38. Shoulder of form 6 jar, showing irregular thumbing; rough, 

very irregular surfaces with medium to coarse flints 

protruding; red-brown (2.5YR4/4) to dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); 

Fabric A. (Z8). 
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39. Shoulder of form 6 jar, decorated with fairly shallow slash-

like impressions; surfaces rough, fairly abraded, very 

vesicular, showing signs of grass wiping; hair-line crazing 

indicates burning; OS red-brown (5YR4/4); IS orange-brown 

(5YR5/6), with grey core; Fabric J. (Al2). 

40. Decorated carination of bowl of indeterminate form, with 

fairly shallow, small, triangular impressions linked with 

a line at their base; surfaces fairly smooth with fine 

flints showing through; brown (5YR4/3) with dark-grey core; 

Fabric P. (A11/12). 

41. Body sherd of indeterminate form, decorated with two shallow 

parallel grooves; surfaces fairly smooth with fine flints 

protruding; brown (5YR4/2), with orange (5YR5/6) core; 

Fabric P. (Al2). 

42. Decorated body sherd of indeterminate form with shallow 

grooves; surfaces fairly smooth with fine flints breaking 

through; brown (5YR4/2), with orange (5YR5/6) core; Fabric 

P. (D11). Similar to 41, 44, 46, 47. 

43. Complete profile of cup, form 17, decorated on rim with 

fairly deep, closely spaced, irregular cuts; surfaces rough 

and irregular with a number of medium flints showing 

through; grey (7.5YR5/0); Fabric B. (E6/5). 

44. Body sherd of indeterminate form decorated with two nearly 

parallel grooves; surfaces fairly smooth with fine flints 

showing through; brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric P. (A11/12). 

See 42. 

45. Body sherd, probably medieval, decorated with combed 

lines; surfaces fairly smooth; brown (5YR5/3); Fabric S. 

(Ell). 

46. Body sherd of indeterminate form, decorated with fairly deep 

grooves; surfaces fairly smooth; brown (7.5YR4/2), with 

orange (5YR5/6) margins; Fabric P. (F6). See no. 42. 

47. Body sherd of indeterminate form, decorated with fairly 

shallow grooves; surfaces fairly smooth with occasional fine 

flints showing through; brown (7.5YR4/2); Fabric P. (Al2). 

See 42. 

48. Sherd with carination, probably of form 12 bowl, with 

shallow groove above carination; burnished; dark-brown 

(5YR3/2); Fabric Q. (F13). 
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49. Omphalos base; OS burnished, both surfaces showing some fine 

flints; dark-brown (5YR3/2); Fabric H. (E6 2 0). 

50. Base sherd, with possible indication of thumbing on splay; 

surfaces fairly rough with occasional medium flints breaking 

through; red-brown (5YR4/3); Fabric E. (E50). 

51. Perforated base sherd with holes drilled before firing; 

surfaces fairly smooth; dark-brown (7.5YR4/2); Fabric T. 

(C8 )• 
52. Handle junction, attached by luting; surfaces rough, 

abraded, partly leached, with medium flints protruding; 

yellowish-brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric A. (E6/5). 

53. Lug-handle, attached by luting; surfaces very rough with 

assorted flints showing through; OS brown (5YR4/4); IS dark 

grey-brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric A. (D7). 

54. Base sherd; surfaces rough with medium flints breaking 

through; IS weathered, abraded; yellowish-brown (10YR6/3) 

shading to orange (2.5YR6/8); Fabric A. (E6 A ). 

55. Wheel-thrown Iron Age pot, carinated body with everted, 

rounded rim, and raised band between two concentric, fairly 

deep grooves at neck; OS very smooth, burnished; IS fairly 

smooth; OS brown (7.5YR4/2), shading to black (10YR2/1); IS 

brown (7.5YR4/2) shading to red-brown (5YR4/3); Fabric U. 

US. 

AREA 2  

PITS AND FEATURES  

F62 (AG9 W ) 

56. Rim and shoulder, probably of form 6 jar; surfaces rough and 

irregular with traces of grass-wiping; some medium flints 

protruding; mottled red-brown (5YR5/3) and brown (7.5YR4/2); 

Fabric A. Layer 1. 

57. Rim and shoulder of form 6 jar with traces of grass wiping; 

surfaces rough; dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric M. Layer 6. 
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58. Rim and shoulder of form 6 jar; surfaces rough and fairly 

irregular with some fine to medium flints breaking through; 

dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric B. Layer 5. 

59. Rim and body of form 6 jar; rim is irregular and has shallow 

finger and thumb impressions underneath forming a slack 

shoulder; surfaces rough and very irregular with occasional 

assorted flints protruding; colour variable, ranging from 

dark-brown (10YR3/2) to yellowish-brown (10YR5/3); Fabric A. 
Layer 6. 

60. Rim, probably of form 4 jar; rough, irregular surfaces with 

assorted flints protruding; OS yellowish-brown (10YR5/3); IS 

orange (2.5YR5/8); Fabric A. Layer 6. 

61. Rim and shoulder of form 6 jar; rough, irregular surfaces, 

slightly weathered, with traces of grass wiping; OS 

yellowish-brown (10YR6/4); IS red-brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric 

A. Layer 6. 

62. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly rough; dark red-

brown (5YR3/2); Fabric D. Layer 6. 

63. Rim, indeterminate form; fairly rough, irregular surfaces; 

dark-brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. Layer 6. 

64. Rim, indeterminate form; fairly smooth surfaces; dark-brown 

(7.5YR3/2), with orange (5YR6/6) core; Fabric D. Layer 6. 

65. Rim, indeterminate form; rough surfaces; brown (7.5YR4/2); 

Fabric B. Layer 6. 

66. Rim, probably of form 3 jar; surfaces rough, with medium 

flints showing through; yellowish-brown (10YR6/4); Fabric B. 

Layer 6. 

67. Rim of indeterminate form; OS fairly smooth, IS rougher, 

weathered; OS dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); IS brown (7.5YR5/4); 

Fabric B. Layer 6. 

68. Rim, probably of form 3 jar; surfaces fairly rough and 

irregular, OS laminated; OS dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); IS brown 

(10YR5/3); Fabric B. Layer A. 

69. Rim, probably of form 6 jar; surfaces rough, with occasional 

medium flints protruding; OS and core dark grey-brown 

(10YR3/1); IS brown (10YR5/3); Fabric A. Layer A. 

70. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly smooth, OS 

laminated; dark grey-brown (5YR3/1); Fabric A. Layer A. 
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71. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly rough; brown 

(10YR3/3); Fabric L. Layer A. 

72. Rim, probably of form 9 bowl; OS very laminated and 

weathered; very rough surfaces with assorted flints breaking 

through; brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric A. Layer 9. 

73. Rim and body sherd of form 6 jar; surfaces smooth; OS 

burnished, orange-brown (7.5YR6/6) with black mottling; IS 

brown (10YR5/3); Fabric D. Layer 10. 

74. Everted rim of form 10 bowl; smooth surfaces, burnished; 

orange-brown (5YR5/6); Fabric H. Layer 10. 

75. Rim, probably of form 6 jar; fairly rough surfaces, with 

medium flints protruding; dark-brown (10YR4/2); Fabric B. 

Layer 10. 

76. Rim of form 5 jar; surfaces fairly rough, inner one 

vesicular; orange-brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. Layer 10. 

77. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly rough with fine 

flints protruding; pale orange-brown (7YR7/6); Fabric D. 
Layer 10. 

F111 (AG9 P ) 

78. Rim and shoulder of form 6 jar, decorated with FT 

impressions; surfaces fairly rough; pale yellowish-brown 

(7.5YR7/6) with grey-brown core; Fabric B. 

79. Rim, indeterminate form, with large void, possibly 

decoration; surfaces smooth, with outer one very laminated; 

dark-brown (10YR4/2), with red-brown margins (5YR5/6); 

Fabric A. 

80. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly smooth, irregular, 

with occasional medium flints showing through; dark-brown 

(10YR4/2). Fabric M. 

81. Rim of form 10 bowl; surfaces rough; OS laminated, IS with 

traces of wiping; pale orange-brown (10YR6/4); Fabric A. 

82. Rim of form 3 jar; fairly smooth, irregular surfaces; 

orange-brown (5YR4/6); Fabric B. 

83. Rim of form 6 jar with traces of thumbing; surfaces fairly 
rough, irregular; orange-brown (5YR5/4) with grey core; 

Fabric B. 
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84. Base; surfaces rough with medium to coarse flints breaking 

through; yellowish-brown (10YR5/4); Fabric A. 

F61 (AG9 M ) 

85. Rim of form 6 jar; surfaces rough with some medium to coarse 

flints protruding; colour variable ranging from brown (10 

YR5/3), to pale orange-brown (7.4YR7/8); Fabric A. Layer A. 

86. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with deep, fairly 

regularly spaced cuts; possible grass wiping on OS; 

surfaces fairly rough with fine to medium flints protruding; 

brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric A. Layer A. 

87. Base; surfaces rough with leaf impression; OS dark-brown 

(10YR3/2), IS and core orange-brown (7.5YR4/6); Fabric A. 

Layer A. 

88. Base; slab with applied sides; surfaces rough and irregular 

with some coarse flints showing through; colour ranging from 

grey-brown (10YR3/2) to yellowish-brown (10YR6/3); Fabric 

A. Layer E. 

89. Rim of form 3 jar, irregular thumbing under rim; surfaces 

fairly rough, very irregular; brown (10YR3/2); Fabric B. 

Layer E. 

F90 (AH7 B ) 

90. Rim of form 1 jar; surfaces rough, very irregular, 

weathered; dark-brown (10 YR3/2); Fabric A. 

F105 (AH7 0 ) 

91. Base; slab-built; rough surfaces; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric 

A. 
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F93 (AJ4 P ) 

92. Rim, indeterminate form; fairly smooth surfaces; dark-brown 

(10YR3/2); Fabric E. 

F81 (AJ5 W ) 

93. Rim and body of form 4 jar; rough, fairly irregular 

surfaces with occasional assorted flints protruding; OS 

dark grey-brown (10YR3/1); IS dark-brown (10YR3/2); Fabric 

M. 

94. Rim of form 9 bowl; rough surfaces; dark-brown (10YR3/3); 

Fabric B. 

95. Rim, probably of form 14 bowl; surfaces fairly rough; OS 

shows traces of wiping; OS and core dark-brown (10YR3/2); 

IS red-brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric B. 

96. Rim and body of form 7 jar; smooth, burnished surfaces with 

some medium flints protruding; colour variable, ranging 

from dark-brown (7.5YR3/2) to yellowish-brown (10YR6/4); 

Fabric I. 

97. Strap handle, very weathered, fairly smooth, slightly 

decalcified surfaces; pale yellow-grey (5YR7/3); Fabric B. 

98. Rim, probably of form 1 jar; fairly smooth, burnished 

surfaces, with fine to medium flints breaking through; red-

brown (7.5YR4/4). Fabric E. 

99. Rim, indeterminate form; fairly rough surfaces; dark-brown 

(10YR4/3); Fabric B. 

100. Base, slab-built; surfaces rough, irregular, with medium to 

coarse flints protruding; underside very rough; brown 

(10YR4/2); Fabric A. 

101. Rim and body of form 4 jar; surfaces fairly rough, slightly 

weathered, showing signs of decalcification; colour ranges 

from brown (10YR5/4) to pale yellow-grey (2.5YR7/4); 

Fabric B. 

102. Rim and body of form 4 jar; rough, irregular surfaces; 

brown (10YR4/2); Fabric A. 



F79 (AJ7 J ) 

103. Two rim sherds of form 3 jar; fairly smooth, irregular 

surfaces; brown (7.5YR4/2) OS and 

IS; Fabric E. 

104. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces 

(5YR3/1); Fabric E. 

105. Rim, indeterminate form; rough, 

core, red-brown (5YR5/6) 

fairly rough; dark-brown 

irregular surfaces with 

some medium flints protruding; brown (5YR4/2); Fabric A. 

106. Rim, probably of form 1 jar; rough surfaces with medium 

flints showing through; red-brown (7.4YR5/6); Fabric A. 

107. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with FT impresssions; 

surfaces fairly rough; dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric A. 

108. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with FT impressions; 

rough surfaces, inner one slightly weathered, with coarse 

flints protruding; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. 

F77 (AJ11 A ) 

109. Rim and body of form 13 bowl; surfaces rough with some 

medium flints breaking through; dark grey-brown (10YR3/2); 

Fabric L. 

110. Rim, indeterminate form; fairly smooth, irregular surfaces; 

dark-brown (10YR3/2); Fabric B. 

111. Rim, indeterminate form, surfaces rough; dark-brown 

(10YR3/2); Fabric L. 

112. Base; smooth surfaces, outer one burnished; dark-brown 

(5YR3/1); Fabric N. 

F78 (AJ7 T ) 

113. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces rough, irregular; brown 

(10YR5/4); Fabric A. 

114. Rim, probably of form 3 jar; surfaces rough an irregular 

with some medium flints protruding; dark-brown (10YR3/3); 
Fabric A. 

13 
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F80 (AJ5 Z ) 

115. Rim and body, probably of cup; surfaces fairly smooth and 

irregular, with occasional medium flints showing through; 

brown (10YR5/4); Fabric B. 

116. Rim of form 1 jar; surfaces rough and irregular with 

occasional flints breaking through; brown (10YR5/3); Fabric 

B. 

117. Rim, shoulder, and strap-handle of form 1 jar; leached and 

burnt surfaces with prominent coarse flints; surfaces rough 

and irregular; traces of smearing and grass wiping; handle 

attached into body wall, then smoothed over; pale orange-

brown (10YR7/4) to very pale, creamy-brown (10YR8/3); 

Fabric A. 

118. Rim, indeterminate form; OS much weathered; surfaces rough; 

yellowish-brown (10YR5/4); Fabric B. 

119. Rim, indeterminate form; rough surfaces; dark-brown 

(10YR3/2); Fabric F. 

120. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces rough with some medium to 

coarse flints protruding; brown (10YR5/4); Fabric A. 

121. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces rough and irregular; 

brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric A. 

122. Rim of form 1 jar; rough and irregular surfaces with some 

medium flints showing through; dark-brown (10YR4/2); Fabric 
B. 

123. Rim of form 11 bowl; smooth, irregular surfaces with slight 

burnishing, with assorted flints protruding; very dark-

brown (10YR3/1); Fabric E. 

F75 (AK5 F ) 

124. Rim and body of form 3 jar; surfaces rough, irregular, with 

vertical finger-smearing; medium to coarse flints showing 

through; brown (10YR5/3); Fabric A. 

125. Rim, indeterminate form; fairly smooth, slightly burnished 
surfaces; red-brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric D. 

126. Rim of form 5 jar; surfaces rough and very irregular; red-

brown (5YR5/6); Fabric B. Similar to 213. 
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127. Complete cup, form 17; slab base; surfaces rough and very 

irregular with diagonal finger-smearing; occasional coarse 

flints protruding; colour ranges from dark grey-brown 

(10YR3/1) on bottom half to orange-brown (5YR6/6) on top 

half; Fabric A. 

128. Rim, probably of form 5 jar; rough surfaces with occasional 

medium to coarse flints breaking through; brown (7.5YR5/4); 

Fabric M. 

129. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces rough, irregular; traces 

of grass wiping; dark-brown (10YR3/2); Fabric M. 

F73 (AK6 A ) 

130. Rim of form 11 bowl; rough surfaces; brown (10YR4/2); 

Fabric L. 

131. Rim, indeterminate form, with rough finger-thumb 

impressions below rim, probably from manufacture of rim and 

neck; smooth, burnished OS, slightly weathered; IS has 

hair-line crazing; OS dark grey-brown (10YR3/1); IS brown 

(10YR4/3); Fabric E. 

132. Complete jar of form 6; vertical smearing towards base; 

fairly rough, irregular surfaces, with coarse flints 

protruding; brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric A. 

133. Rim of form 11 bowl; surfaces fairly rough with occasional 

fine flints showing through; brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric K. 

134. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with FT impressions; 

fairly smooth surfaces; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. 

F76 (AK5 A ) 

135. Rim of form 6 jar; surfaces rough and slightly weathered; 

brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric L. 

136. Rim, probably of form 6 jar; surfaces rough, very 

irregular; possible signs of burning on IS; brown 

(10YR4/2); Fabric A. 
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137. Rim of form 5 jar; surfaces rough with occasional fine to 

medium flints showing through; hair-line crazing 

throughout, especially on core and OS, probably burnt; very 

dark-brown (10YR3/2); Fabric B. 

138. Complete profile of form 10 bowl; surfaces smooth and 

irregular, highly burnished, with traces of wiping; colour 

variable ranging from dark-brown (10YR4/2) to very dark-

grey (7.5YR3/0); Fabric N. 

139. Rim of form 6 jar; surfaces rough, irregular, with thumbing 

impression; fine to medium flints breaking through; brown 

(10YR4/3); Fabric B. 

140. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly rough; yellowish-

brown (10YR6/4); Fabric B. 

141. Rim, probably of form 3 jar; smooth, irregular surfaces, 

slightly burnished on OS; brown (10YR4/2); Fabric E. 

F68 (AK7 B ) 

142. Rim of form 1 jar; rough surfaces with medium flints 

showing through; brown (7.5 YR4/4); Fabric A. 

143. Rim of form 1 jar; surfaces rough with medium flints 

breaking through; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. 

144. Base showing rough thumbing marks; rough, very irregular 

surfaces; brown (10YR4/3) OS and core, darker brown 

(10YR4/2) IS; Fabric A. 

145. Rim of form 6 jar, decorated with fairly regularly spaced 

cuts, and a row of small circular punched holes, probably 

made with a stick, just above the shoulder; surfaces rough; 

brown (10YR4/3); Fabric K. 

146. Rim of jar, indeterminate form, decorated with FT 

impression below rim; surfaces fairly rough; brown 

(7.5YR4/4); Fabric B. 

147. Rim, probably of form 1 jar; surfaces rough, with 

occasional medium flints showing through; brown (10YR4/3); 

Fabric K. 

148. Base; surfaces fairly rough, slightly weathered; brown 
(10YR3/3); Fabric M. 



F74 (AK5 M ) 

149. Rim of form 11 bowl; inner part of rim decorated with very 

shallow cuts; surfaces rough and slightly irregular; brown 

(10YR3/2); Fabric B. 

150. Rim of form 13 bowl; surfaces slightly burnished, IS 

smoother than OS; traces of wiping; some fine to medium 

flints showing through; very dark-brown (10YR3/1); Fabric 

H. 

151. Rim of jar,indeterminate form, decorated with FT impres-

sions; surfaces rough with medium to coarse flints breaking 

through; orange-brown (10YR5/3 to 10YR6/4); Fabric A. 

152. Rim of form 5 jar decorated with shallow cut; surfaces 

fairly rough; brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric A. 

153. Beaded rim of bowl, form 9; surfaces rough, possibly burnt; 

dark-brown (10YR3/3); Fabric A. 

154. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces rough; brown (10YR4/3); 

Fabric A. 

155. Base; surfaces rough, irregular, with medium flints showing 

through; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. 

156. Base; surfaces rough, irregular, with coarse flints 

protruding; OS red-brown (5YR4/4), IS and core brown 

(10YR4/3); Fabric M. 

F72 (AK6 B ) 

157. Rim of form 3 jar; OS smooth, slightly burnished, IS fairly 

smooth; medium flints breaking through; OS dark grey-brown 

(10YR3/1), IS and core brown (10YR3/3); Fabric E. 

158. Rim of jar, indeterminate form; Surfaces fairly rough, 

outer one very weathered; yellowish-brown (10YR5/4); Fabric 
A. 

159. Rim of jar, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly smooth; 

brown (10YR4/2); Fabric L. 

160. Rim of jar, indeterminate form; surfaces rough with 

occasional fine to medium flints protruding; brown 

(10YR4/3); Fabric M. 

17 
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161. Rim of jar, indeterminate form, decorated with deep 

irregularly spaced cuts; surfaces rough; brown (10YR4/3); 
Fabric B. 

162. Base; surfaces rough, irregular; OS yellowish-brown 

(10YR5/4), core brown (10YR4/3), IS very dark grey-brown 

(7.5YR3/2), possibly burnt; Fabric A. 

F91 (AK6 H ) 

163. Rim of form 11 bowl, with FN impressions; surfaces fairly 

rough, OS weathered; brown (10YR5/3); Fabric A. 

164. Rim of bowl, probably form 10; surfaces smooth, outer one 

highly burnished; very dark grey-brown (10YR3/1); Fabric H. 

F67 (AK7 Y ) 

165. Rim of form 3 jar; surfaces rough, vesicular, with medium 

flints breaking through; orange-brown (5YR5/6); Fabric A. 

166. Rim ofform 1 jar, with FT decoration and perforation; 

surfaces rough with fine to medium flints breaking through; 

OS and core brown (10YR4/3), margins and inner surface 

orange-brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric B. 

F70 (AK6 D ) 

167. Rim and body of form 9 bowl; surfaces rough and irregular, 

with some coarse flints protruding; colour variable, 

ranging from orange-brown (5YR5/6) to grey-brown (10YR3/2); 

Fabric A. 

168. Rim of jar, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly rough with 

fine to medium flints breaking through; brown (10YR5/4); 

Fabric A. 

169. Rim and shoulder of form 3 jar; OS rough, irregular, 

weathered; hair-line crazing suggests burning; IS rough; 

brown (10YR5/4-10YR4/3); Fabric B. 
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F83 (AL5 F ) 

170. Rim and body of form 6 jar; surfaces rough; brown 

(10YR4/3); Fabric B. 

171. Rim, shoulder, and body of form 11 bowl; surfaces smooth, 

burnished, slightly irregular; traces of wiping; OS orange- 

brown (7.5YR6/6-7.5YR5/6), 

Fabric E. 

172. Rim of bowl, probably form 

brown (10YR5/4); Fabric B. 

173. Rim of form 5 jar; surfaces 

brown (10YR3/1); Fabric N. 

174. Rim of form 6 jar; surfaces 

IS dark grey-brown (10YR3/1); 

surfaces rough; OS weathered; 

smooth, burnished; dark grey-

fairly smooth, irregular; OS 

slightly burnished, with traces of wiping, dark grey-brown 

(10YR5/4); IS red-brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric E. 

175. Rim of bowl, indeterminate form; surfaces rough and 

irregular with some coarse flints protruding; dark-brown 

(7.5YR3/2); Fabric A. 

176. Base; surfaces rough, irregular; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric B. 

F112 (AL6 A ) 

177. Rim of form 11 bowl; surfaces rough, irregular with medium 

flints showing through; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric M. 

178. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces smooth, outer one 

possibly slightly burnished; fine flints showing through; 

dark-brown (10YR3/2); Fabric N. 

179. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly smooth; dark-brown 

(10YR3/2); Fabric N. 

180. Rim and body of form 3 jar; surfaces rough, irregular; 

dark-brown (10YR4/2-10YR3/3); Fabric A. 

F113 (AL6 G2 ) 

181. Rim of jar, probably form 5, decorated with shallow cuts; 

surfaces rough; possible FN impression below rim; brown 

(10YR4/3); Fabric B. 
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F87 (AL6 R ) 

182. Rim, indeterminate form; FT and FN decoration; surfaces 

rough with occasional fine to medium flints showing 

through; brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric B. 

183. Rim of jar, indeterminate form; surfaces rough with medium 

flints protruding; brown (10YR3/3); Fabric M. (AL6 R ). 

184. Rim of bowl, probably form 11; surfaces rough; OS 

weathered. Brown (10YR4/3); Fabric M. 

185. Rim of form 10 bowl; surfaces very smooth, very highly 

burnished; dark-brown (10YR3/2); Fabric O. 

F86 (AL6 L ) 

186. Rim and carination of form 10 bowl; OS smooth, burnished; 

IS fairly rough with some weathering; brown (10YR4/2); 

Fabric H. Similar to 241. 

187. Rim, probably of jar, indeterminate form; surfaces rough, 

irregular, with medium flints protruding; OS shows signs of 

wiping; OS and core brown (1 0YR4/3 ) ; IS red-brown 

(7.5YR5/4-7.5YR4/4); Fabric A. 

188. Rim and body of form 5 jar; OS smooth, highly burnished, 

black (7.5YR2/0); IS fairly smooth, dark-brown (10YR3/2); 

hair-line crazing on both surfaces suggests burning; medium 

flints protruding; Fabric N. 

189. Rim and body of form 6 jar; signs of irregular thumbing 

below rim; surfaces rough, very irregular, with coarse 

flints protruding; colour variable, ranging from red-brown 

(7.5YR5/6) to dark-brown (10YR3/3); Fabric A. 

190. Rim, probably of form 10 bowl; surfaces rough, irregular, 

with some medium to coarse flints breaking through; brown 

(10YR4/3); Fabric A. 

191. Rim, indeterminate form; smooth, burnished surfaces; brown 

(10YR4/3); Fabric N. 

192. Rim and body of form 6 jar, with FN impressions; surfaces 
rough, slightly irregular, with medium flints protruding; 
traces of wiping; brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric A. 
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193. Nearly complete base profile; slab-built; surfaces rough, 

irregular, weathered in parts; coarse flints protruding; 

colour variable, ranging from brown (10YR4/3) to orange-

brown (5YR5/6); Fabric A. 

F88 (AL7 B ) 

194. Rim of form 6 jar; surfaces rough, irregular, with coarse 

flints breaking through; OS has some hairline crazing, 

possibly burnt; OS brown (1 0YR4/3 ) , IS dark-brown 

(10YR3/2); Fabric A. 

195. Rim of form 2 jar; possible traces of cuts on both 

surfaces, which are rough and irregular with some signs of 

vertical smearing; some medium flints protruding on IS; OS 

and core dark-brown (10YR3/2); IS red-brown (5YR4/4); 

Fabric A. 

196. Rim of form 1 jar, decorated with FT impressions; surfaces 

rough, irregular, with medium flints breaking through; OS 

red-brown (5YR5/6), IS yellowish-brown (10YR5/4); Fabric A. 

197. Rim and body of carinated bowl, form 14; very rough, very 

irregular surfaces with coarse flints protruding; vertical 

finger-smearing; slight traces of thumbing below rim; 

traces of wiping; colour variable, ranging from red-brown 

(7.5YR5/4) to grey-brown (10YR4/2); Fabric A. 

198. Body sherd, indeterminate form; decorated with a series of 

parallel, very shallow grooves; surfaces rough, with medium 

flints protruding on IS; brown (10YR3/3); Fabric M. 

199. Base with marked splay, slab-built; surfaces rough and 

irregular; vertical finger-smearing; possible traces of 

wiping; medium flints showing through; OS brown (10YR4/3), 

IS orange-brown (5YR5/8); Fabric A. 

200. Rim of form 5 jar; surfaces rough; brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric 

M. 

201. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces smooth, with slight 

burnishing on OS; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric N. 

202. Rim of form 1 jar; surfaces rough; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric 

A. 

203. Rim, indeterminate form; surfaces rough with medium flints 
protruding; brown (10YR3/3); Fabric A. 
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204. Rim, probably of form 6 jar; surfaces fairly rough with 

occasional fine to medium flints; OS red-brown (7.5YR4/4), 

IS dark red-brown (5YR3/3), core red (2.5YR4/6); Fabric A. 

OCCUPATION LAYER L3 

205. Complete profile of form 2 jar, markedly hooked rim; 

applied cordon above maximum girth; slab-built base, coil-

built walls; surfaces fairly rough, irregular, with coarse 

flints showing through; numerous coarse flints 

on underneath of base; brown (7.5YR4/2); Fabric A. 

(AM6/7B ). 

206. Rim of form 3 jar; surfaces rough, irregular, with coarse 

flints protruding; FN impressions on body; brown 

(7.5YR4/4); Fabric A. (AL6/7). 

207. Rim and body of form 2 jar; rough, very irregular surfaces 

with vertical finger-smearing; many coarse flints 

protruding on IS; OS dark-brown (10YR3/3); probably burnt; 

Fabric A. (AL5 J ). 

208. Rim of form 4 jar; surfaces sandy, OS rough with fine 

flints showing through; IS smoother; yellow-brown 

(10YR5/4); Fabric D. (AK6). 

209. Rim of form 1 jar; surfaces fairly rough with medium flints 

breaking through; traces of grass wiping, yellow-brown 

(10YR6/3); Fabric B. (AG10). 

210. Rim of form 5 jar; surfaces smooth with fine flints break-

ing through on OS; brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric N. (AK7 X ). 

211. Slightly beaded rim of form 3 jar; surfaces fairly rough 

with medium flints protruding; traces of grass wiping; 

brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric A. (AG11). 

212. Rim of form 14 bowl; OS very smooth, burnished, IS slightly 

rougher; OS very dark grey-brown (10YR3/1) and red-brown 

(5YR4/6) near rim; IS red-brown (5YR4 /6 ) ; Fabric H. 

(AG11). 

213. Rim of form 5 jar; OS and top of IS has hairline crazing, 

probably burnt; surfaces rough, slightly weathered; red-

brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric L. (AK5). Related to 126 from 

F75. 
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214. Rim of form 5 jar; surfaces rough with some medium flints 

breaking through; possible traces of wiping; red-brown 

(7.5YR4/4); Fabric A. (AL5 Z ). 

215. Rim and body of form 13 bowl; OS rough, much weathered, 

with medium to coarse flints showing through; red-brown 

(5YR4/3); Fabric M. (AK6/7). 

216. Rim of form 3 jar; surfaces rough, irregular, with vertical 

smearing; brown (7.5YR4/2); Fabric A. (AJ5 0 ). 
217. Rim of form 6 jar; surfaces rough with some medium flints 

showing through; brown (7.5YR5/4-7.5YR4/4); Fabric A. 

(AJ5 V ). 

218. Rim and body of form 2 jar; surfaces rough, irregular, with 

occasional medium flints breaking through; hairline crazing 

especially on IS; OS brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric A. (AM7 B ). 

219. Rim of form 6 jar, with hole drilled after firing; surfaces 

rough, irregular; orange-brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric B. 

(AG10 W ). 

220. Rim and body of form 3 jar; OS fairly smooth, slightly 

burnished, with numerous vertical wiping marks probably 

from organic matter; IS slightly rougher; fine to medium 

flints protruding; brown (10YR5/3); Fabric E. (AG11). 

221. Shoulder of indeterminate form; surfaces fairly rough and 

irregular with occasional medium to coarse flints breaking 

through; brown (10YR5/3); Fabric A. (AK5 C ). 

222. Rim and body of high-shouldered biconical bowl, form 14; 

surfaces smooth, slightly burnished, with occasional medium 

flints showing through; OS slightly weathered, brown 

(10YR4/3), IS greyish-brown (10YR4/2);Fabric E. (AL5 H ). 

223. Rim of form 11 bowl; surfaces smooth, burnished; dark-brown 

(10YR3/2); Fabric N. (AL5 L ). 

224. Rim of form 11 bowl; surfaces smooth, slightly burnished; 

OS slightly weathered, with medium flints protruding; 

slight hair-line crazing towards rim and possible traces of 

wiping; colour variable, ranging from dark-brown (7.5YR3/2) 

to red-brown (5YR4/4); Fabric N. (AK6/7). 
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225. Complete profile of form 6 jar with vertical smearing; 

surfaces rough, irregular, with coarse flints showing 

through; colour variable ranging from orange-brown 

(7.5YR5/6-7.5YR4/6) to grey-brown (10YR4/2); Fabric A. 

(AJ5 V ). 

226. Rim, possibly of form 7 jar; sandy texture; OS fairly 

smooth, slightly burnished; IS rougher; brown (10YR5/3); 

Fabric N. (AH7). 

227. Rim of form 6 jar; surfaces rough and irregular with medium 

to coarse flints protruding; dark-brown (10YR3/2-10YR3/3); 

Fabric A. (AL5). 

228. Rim of form 3 jar; surfaces fairly rough and irregular with 

some medium flints breaking through; OS dark-brown 

(10YR4/2), IS yellow-brown (10YR6/4-10YR5/4); Fabric A. 

(AG10 T ). 

229. Rim and carination of form 14 bowl; surfaces very smooth, 

very highly burnished, slightly weathered, with occasional 

fine flints showing through; OS orange-brown (5YR4/4-

5YR4/6), outer margin orange (5YR5/8), IS dark grey-brown 

(10YR3/2); Fabric 0. (AF11). 

230. Rim of form 10 bowl; surfaces very smooth, very highly 

burnished; red-brown (5YR4/4); Fabric O. (AK6). 

231. Rim and body of form 9 bowl; surfaces smooth, burnished, 

slightly weathered; occasional fine to medium flints 

showing through; red-brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric H. (AF10, 

9/10, 10 B ,10 M , 11). 

232. Rim of form 9 bowl; surfaces rough, irregular, with coarse 

flints protruding; possible traces of wiping; dark-brown 

(7.5YR3/2); Fabric A. (AG10). 

233. Rim of form 9 bowl; surfaces rough, slightly vesicular, 

with medium flints breaking through; brown (10YR3/2); 

Fabric E. (AG10). 

234. Rim of form 10 bowl; surfaces fairly smooth, irregular, 

slightly burnished, with occasional fine to medium flints 

protruding; dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric E. (AL6 Z ). 

235. Rim of form 10 bowl; surfaces very smooth, highly 

burnished, with occasional medium flints showing through; 

dark-brown (5YR2.5/2); Fabric H. (AJ6). 
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236. Rim of form 9 bowl; surfaces fairly rough with numerous 

fine flints showing through; brown (10YR5/2-10YR4/2); 

Fabric E. (AF10). 

237. Rim of form 10 bowl; surfaces smooth, burnished; possible 

traces of wiping; dark grey-brown (10YR3/2) with brown 

(10YR4/2) core; Fabric N. (AG10). 

238. Rim of form 10 bowl; inner and outer surfaces smooth, 

burnished; dark grey-brown (10YR3/1-10YR3/2); Fabric N. 

(AG10). 

239. Rim and body of form 11 bowl; surfaces smooth, slightly 

irregular, burnished, weathered, with medium flints 

breaking through; dark-brown (10YR3/2-10YR3/1); Fabric N. 

(AKIO). 

240. Rim of form 10 bowl; surfaces fairly smooth, outer one 

burnished, fairly weathered, with fine flints showing 

through; orange-brown (5YR4/4-5YR4/6); Fabric 0. 

(AG/AH10A). 

241. Rim and carination of form 10 bowl; surfaces smooth, 

burnished, with occasional medium flints protruding; brown 

(5YR3/3); Fabric N. (AL5). Similar to 186. 

242. Rim and carination of form 6 jar; surfaces fairly rough, 

with some fine flints showing through; orange-brown 

(7.5YR5/4); Fabric B. (AK5). 

243. Rim and carination of form 10 bowl; surfaces fairly rough, 

slightly irregular, with occasional fine flints showing 

through; OS orange-brown (5YR5/6), IS brown (10YR4/3); 

Fabric L. (AJ5 P ). 

244. Rim of bowl, indeterminate form; OS fairly smooth, slightly 

burnished, IS rougher, weathered; brown (5YR4/2); Fabric D. 

(AL6 J ). 

245. Rim and body of form 13 bowl; surfaces fairly smooth, 

burnished, with traces of wiping, slightly weathered, 

occasional medium flints protruding; OS red-brown (5YR4/3), 

IS dark grey-brown (10YR3/1); Fabric E. (AF/AG9). 

246. Slightly beaded rim of form 9 bowl; surfaces fairly rough, 

with medium flints showing through; brown (10YR5/3); Fabric 

B. (AG10). 
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247. Rim of bowl, indeterminate form; surfaces fairly rough, 

sandy; orange-brown (5YR5/6) with brown (7.5YR5/4) core; 

Fabric Q. (AH8). 

248. Beaded rim, possibly of form 5 jar, with rough surfaces; 

fine flints protruding; orange-brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric A. 

(AJ7). 

249. Rim and body of a small form 3 jar; surfaces fairly rough; 

OS very weathered and abraded, burnt and leached, IS with 

hairline crazing; OS brown (7.5YR4/2), IS dark orange-brown 

(5YR3/4); Fabric K. (AK11). 

250. Rim of cup; surfaces smooth, irregular, weathered; dark-

brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric I. (AK5). 

251. Base; surfaces fairly smooth, slightly burnished, with 

numerous fine to medium flints showing through; dark-brown 

(7.5YR3/2); Fabric N. (AL6/7). 

252. Complete profile of cup; surfaces fairly smooth, slightly 

burnished, with occasional medium flints breaking through; 

dark-brown (10YR3/2-10YR3/3); Fabric G. (AL5 J ). 

253. Rim and base of cup; surfaces rough, with coarse flints 

protruding; red-brown (5YR4/4); Fabric B. (AL6 Z ). 

254. Base; surfaces rough, with occasional coarse flints 

protruding; numerous vertical grass-wiping marks on OS; 

brown (7.5YR6/4-7.5YR6/6); Fabric A. (AG10 MB ). 

255. Rim of cup; surfaces rough, slightly irregular, with some 

medium flints protruding; traces of wiping; dark-brown 

(7.5YR3/2); Fabric B. (AG/AH10A). 

256. Omphalos base; OS smooth, burnished; IS and underside 

slightly rougher; fine flints show through; brown 

(10YR4/2); Fabric N. (AH11 1). 

257. Omphalos base; surfaces smooth, burnished; dark-brown 

(7.5YR3/2); Fabric N. (AM6/7). 

258. Rim of cup; surfaces rough and irregular; dark-brown 

(7.5YR3/2); Fabric A. (AH7). 

259. Rim (same as no. 276), of form 8 jar, decorated with deep, 

irregularly spaced incisions; surfaces rough with some 

coarse flints protruding; red-brown (5YR4/3); Fabric M. 
(AM7). 
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260. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with fairly deep FT 

impressions forming cable effect; surfaces rough with some 

medium flints showing through; OS dark-brown (10YR3/2), IS 

red-brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric A. (AK6). 

261. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with fairly closely and 

regularly spaced cuts; surfaces fairly rough; red-brown 

(5YR4/4); Fabric B. (AK5). 

262. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with fairly shallow 

cuts; surfaces rough with medium flints protruding; brown 

(7.5YR4/4); Fabric D. (AK7). 

263. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with FT impressions, 

forming cabled effect; surfaces fairly rough; orange-brown 

(5YR5/6); Fabric B. (AL7). 

264. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with FT impressions; 

surfaces rough; brown (7.5YR4/4); Fabric B. (AJ/AK7 0 ). 

265. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with FT impressions; 

surfaces fairly rough, slightly weathered; yellowish-brown 

(10YR5/4); Fabric B. (AH9). 

266. Rim, probably of form 3 jar, possibly decorated with FT 

impressions; surfaces fairly rough, slightly weathered; 

yellowish-brown (10YR5/4); Fabric B. (AH9). 

267. Rim of form 6 jar, decorated with cabled effect; surfaces 

rough with occasional medium to coarse flints protruding; 

dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric M. (AJ6). 

268. Rim, probably of form 1 jar, decorated with FT impressions; 

surfaces rough; orange-brown (5YR5/6); Fabric A. (AJ/AK7). 

269. Rim, probably of form 1 jar, decorated with FT impressions; 

surfaces rough; IS weathered, with medium flints 

protruding. Orange-brown (5YR4/6); Fabric A. (AL7). 

270. Rim, probably of form 4 jar, decorated with FT impressions; 

surfaces rough, inner one much weathered, with medium 

flints breaking through; orange-brown (5YR5/8); Fabric A. 
(AF/AG11). 

271. Rim, probably of form 1 jar, with hole drilled subsequent 

to firing; surfaces rough, slightly irregular; OS dark-

brown (7.5YR4/4), IS very dark-brown (10YR3/2); Fabric B. 

(AG10). 
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272. Rim of form 1 jar, decorated with FT impressions; surfaces 

rough, with medium flints showing through; OS red-brown 

(5YR5/6), IS grey-brown (10YR4/2); Fabric A. (AK6). 

273. Rim of form 4 jar, decorated with FT and FN impressions; 

surfaces rough, with some medium to coarse flints 

protruding; IS red-brown (5YR5/6-5YR4/6), OS brown 

(10YR5/3-10YR4/3); Fabric A. (AK6). 

274. Rim of form 6 jar, decorated with irregularly spaced cuts; 

surfaces fairly rough; dark-brown (10YR3/3); Fabric B. 

(AK5). 

275. Rim of form 8 jar, decorated with deep, closely spaced, 

fairly regular, cuts; surfaces rough, slightly weathered; 

dark-brown (10YR3/2-10YR3/3); Fabric B. (AL6 D ). 

276. Rim (same as nc 259), of form 8 jar, decorated with deep, 

irregularly spaced incisions; surfaces rough, with some 

coarse flints breaking through; red-brown (7.5YR4/4); 

Fabric M. (AL7). 

277. Rim of form 6 jar, decorated with shallow incisions; 

surfaces rough with occasional medium flints protruding; 

brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. (AG10). 

278. Rim, possibly of form 3 jar, with FT and FN impressions; 

surfaces rough, with medium and coarse flints breaking 

through; brown (10YR5/4); Fabric A. (AK6). 

279. Rim, probably of form 13 bowl, with twisted cord 

decoration; probably Neolithic; surfaces rough with medium 

to coarse flints protruding; dark-brown (10YR3/3); Fabric 

M. (AG11). 

280. Rim and body of form 1 jar with thumbing giving cabling 

effect on the inside; OS very weathered; IS rough with 

occasional medium flints showing through; orange-brown 

(7.5YR5/4-7.5YR5/6), with orange (5YR5/8) margins; Fabric 

A. (AJ7). 

281. Rim of form 8 jar, decorated with deep, regularly spaced 

incisions; surfaces fairly rough, inner one showing signs 

of wiping; some coarse flints protruding; brown (10YR4/3); 
Fabric M. (AZ/AK7). 

282. Rim and body of form 13 bowl, decorated with FT 
impressions; surfaces rough, irregular; brown (10YR5/4); 

Fabric A. (AK6). 
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283. Rim of form 1 jar with FN impressions on body and incision 

on rim; surfaces rough, irregular, with medium flints 

showing through; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. (AL6). 

284. Rim of form 1 jar, with FT impressions; OS very weathered, 

leached, rough; IS rough; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. 

(AH10). 

285. Rim, indeterminate form, with deep, regularly spaced 

incisions; surfaces rough, with some fine to medium flints 

breaking through; brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric A. (AG10 W ). 

286. Rim, indeterminate form, with fairly shallow FN 

impressions; surfaces rough; brown (10YR5/3); Fabric B. 

(AH7). 

287. Rim of form 5 jar, decorated with closely spaced, fairly 

regular, cuts; surfaces rough with some medium flints 

protruding; brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric B. (AK6). 

288. Rim of form 5 jar, decorated with deep, regular cuts; 

surfaces rough with some medium flints showing through; 

dark-brown (7.5YR3/2); Fabric A. (AG9 A ). 

289. Rim, indeterminate form, decorated with regular cuts; 

surfaces rough, with occasional flints breaking through; 

brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric B. (AK6). 

290. Rim and body of form 13 bowl, decorated with FT 

impressions; surfaces rough and slightly irregular with 

occasional medium to coarse flints protruding; leaf 

impression on OS, vegetable impressions on IS; dark-brown 

(7.5YR3/2); Fabric L. (AL7 K ). 

291. Rim and body of form 5 jar, with hole drilled after firing; 

traces of wiping on both surfaces, which are rough and 

irregular; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. (AK5). 

292. Body sherd with hole drilled after firing; surfaces rough 

with some fine to medium flints protruding; brown 

(7.5YR5/4); Fabric B. (AF10). 

293. Body sherd with punched hole made with a stick, not 

penetrating the IS; surfaces rough with coarse flints 

protruding; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. (AJ/AK7). 

294. Body sherd with hole drilled after firing; surfaces rough 

with medium flints showing through; red-brown (5YR4/3); 

Fabric A. (AL5 J ). 
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295. Body sherd with punched hole probably made with a stick; 

surfaces rough with medium flints showing through; brown 

(7.5YR4/2); Fabric A/B. (AG10/11). 

296. Body sherd with hole drilled before firing; surfaces rough 

with medium flints protruding; brown (10YR4/3); Fabric A. 

(AH10). 

297. Body sherd with hole drilled after firing; numerous ?chaff 

impressions; surfaces rough with medium and coarse flints 

breaking through; red-brown (5YR4/6); Fabric A. (AH7). 

298. Body sherd, decorated with shallow grooves; surfaces fairly 

rough with occasional medium flints showing through; brown 

(7.5YR4/2), with orange outer margins; Fabric L. (AL7 K ). 

299. Body sherd with grain impression; surfaces rough, 

weathered, burnt, leached, with occasional coarse flints 

protruding; dark-brown (5YR3/2); Fabric A. (AM7 B ). 

300. Body sherd decorated with very deep FT and FN impressions; 

surfaces rough; brown (5YR4/3-5YR4/4); Fabric L. (AF10). 

301. Rim of form 10 bowl, decorated with diagonal cut marks; 

surfaces fairly smooth, outer one with hair-line crazing; 

brown (7.5YR4/2); Fabric D. (AK6 F ). 

302. Rod-handle; surfaces rough, with many coarse flints 

protruding; red-brown (5YR4/6); Fabric A. (AF10). 

303. Complete profile of form 6 jar, with perforation; vertical 

finger-smearing; traces of wiping; slab-built; surfaces 

rough, irregular, with medium and coarse flints breaking 

through; grey-brown (10YR4/2); Fabric A. (AG10 I ). 

304. Applied cordon; rough and irregular surfaces with coarse 

flints showing through; orange-brown (5YR5/8); Fabric A. 

(AG11). 

305. Rod-handle; surfaces rough, irregular, abraded; dark-brown 

(7.5YR4/2); Fabric A. (AG10 S ). 

306. Strap-handle; OS smooth, IS rougher; dark-brown (5YR2.5/2); 

Fabric N. (AK8). 

307. Rod-handle; OS fairly smooth, IS rough, abraded, coarse 

flints protruding; dark-brown (10YR3/2); Fabric M. 

(AG/AH10A). 

308. Lower junction of rod-handle; surfaces fairly smooth, 
slightly burnished, with coarse flints showing through; 

brown (7.5YR5/4); Fabric L. (ALIO). 
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309. Strap-handle; surfaces rough, leached, weathered; 

yellowish-brown (10YR6/4); Fabric A. (AJ5 V ). 

310. Strap-handle; surfaces fairly rough; red-brown (5YR4/6); 

Fabric L. (AH7). 

311. Applied loop-handle; rough surfaces with coarse flints 

showing through; attachment by luting; red-brown (5YR5/3-

5YR4/3); Fabric M. (AL7). 

312. Body sherd with applied loop-handle, attached by insertion 

of handle through body-wall and smoothed over; surfaces 

rough, fairly irregular, with numerous coarse flints 

protruding; slightly leached; red-brown (5YR4/6); Fabric 

A. (AJ5). 

313. Complete reproduction of form 10 bowl made of industrial 

potting clay and artificially coloured. Close examination 

of a photograph in Harding's report (1964) shows that a 

bowl in Plate VI, coming from area 1, context C9, may well 

be this vessel, but in the absence of the original it must 

remain equivocal. Colour dark-brown to black. 
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APPENDIX 3 SECTION 7 IRON AGE BOWL (FIG 16: 55)  

Four large, joining sherds from a carinated bowl were recovered 

from a topsoil spoil heap created by the machining of area 1. 

7.1 Fabric 

The vessel is made from a hard, brown to black (7.5YR4/2-10YR2/1) 

fabric which is tempered with sparse (2%) amounts of chalk, most 

of which are around 3-4mm in diameter and break through an 

otherwise carefully smoothed, burnished outer surface. 

Occasional vesicules in the surfaces probably represent leached-

out chalk temper. 

Examination under the microscope reveals moderate (25%) 

amounts of angular to sub-rounded, ill-assorted quartz sand 

grains, most of which are around 0.2mm across but occasionally 

reach 0.9mm in diameter, with sparse (c 3%) slightly rounded 

and weathered lumps of chalk, most around 2mm but up to 5mm 

across. There is also some sparse (3.5%) sub-rounded, well-

sorted, iron-rich pellets and one small (lmm) lump of grog. The 

matrix is clean and optically isotropic, indicating a firing 

temperature probably in excess of 9000 C. The vessel was made on 

a fairly fast wheel. 

This is the only fabric which contains fragments of chalk 

and contrasts with the Late Bronze Age fabrics described in 

section 5.3. Chalk would have been available from the Downs or 

from a combe deposit in the valley bottom. 

7.2 Form (fig 16: 55) 

This vessel has a girth carination above which is a somewhat 

constricted neck. Its rim is out-turned and flanged. Two 

shallow parallel grooves on the neck form a kind of raised band. 

The whole outer surface is carefully smoothed and has a high 

burnished finish. The inner surface is fairly rough, but 

regular, and shows rilling from wheel manufacture. 



7.3 Date 

No precise parallel has been found, but the general form, fabric 

and use of a potter's wheel suggests a date probably in the late 

Iron Age. 
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